
Our growing company is looking for a lead technical architect. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for lead technical architect

In a Test-Driven environment, verify the correct translation from the Backlog
into services test cases into functional code
Manage the design, building, and maintenance of efficient, reusable, and
reliable Java code
Negotiate and collaborate with other teams to complete solutions
Support business needs
Manage an international team both in Spain and US
In your technical team leading role, you will lead a team of 5-8 engineers in
every phase of a project, from requirements, architecture, design, coding,
unit testing, integration, maintenance and reviews
As the firmware architect you will own the definition of the firmware
architectures & designs of our SoC products
You will perform your architectural work as part of a larger architecture team
(analog hardware, digital hardware, firmware and software)
You will determine the required HW/SW interfaces in close consultation with
the IC architect and hardware experts & you influence the design decision at
HW level to ensure the best system performance
You will work hand-in-hand with the SW project manager in defining the
technical work breakdown and the resulting planning of the project

Qualifications for lead technical architect

Example of Lead Technical Architect Job Description
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database replication, high availability
A minimum of 5-10 years of experience in a corporate technology
environment managing SFDC and web technology programs is required
Experienced in security architecture and management of UTM appliances
such as firewalls and its security features of IPS, IDS, DPI, AV, Anti-Spoof,
DoS/DDoS
Seeking a Technical Architect & Lead Specialist to coordinate and execute the
migration of complex Visual FoxPro application to .NET and SQL server
based project
Tasked with developing complex database stored procedures, peer reviews
and scrum management practices
Able to work without assistance


